
 6/10/22 Fiber Project Update 

 Next Phase beginning! 
 The installation of the conduit/fiber to our homes will begin next week with both Vero and Circle 
 Z on site.  Circle Z will also be doing remediation on the roads, ditches, culverts and road 
 right-of-way during this time.  All the conduit, fiber and supplies have arrived for the fiber drops 
 to the homes.  Likewise, the equipment cabinet that will be installed along Elk Valley is also on 
 hand and ready for installation.  LPEA is also preparing to run power to the equipment area. 
 (Gratitude again to Kay Walsh, Owner of Lot 46, for granting another easement, this one to 
 LPEA, to help make this project a success.) 

 Our Agreement with Vero is that any Owner that wants conduit/fiber run to their home, 
 regardless of whether or not they want Vero Internet service, will have it run to their home, free 
 of charge, while construction crews are doing work on our project.  Anyone wanting conduit/fiber 
 installed after construction crews leave will have to pay to have it installed at a cost of $99. 

 Given this beneficial arrangement, we expect that all Owners will want the fiber run to their 
 homes.  To ensure the most efficient installation process, we have given a list of homeowners, 
 with phone numbers, to Vero so that they may arrange with each Owner directly for the 
 installation.  When Vero is ready to run fiber to your home, you will be called by a Vero 
 Customer Service Team member to make those arrangements.  If you do not want them to run 
 fiber to your home, simply let them know at that time.  (Remember, this Phase only brings the 
 conduit/fiber to the outside of the house and will not require any work inside the home.  Free 
 installation into your home will occur in the final phase of our project.)  For absentee 
 homeowners, Les Kole and I will be happy to be your eyes on the ground for the conduit/fiber 
 installation. 

 While it may change, the expectation is that installs will generally begin on Elk Valley and then 
 move to the top of Beaver Creek and work down toward the front of the Development, similar to 
 the backbone installation process. 

 One last thought. A few Owners continue to question the remediation of the roads and ditches 
 and we continue to ask you to be patient.  A top official from Circle Z was in Deer Valley recently 
 and agreed with our assessment of the needed clean up.  We will be collaborating with them as 
 the work continues. 
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